kind of civilisation; and it had a well-defined ideological mission of holding back the 'barbarians' (known in the Cold War as the Soviet Union and Communist China). It was also historically conscious. Indeed, its leaders constantly used history as a laboratory from which to draw important lessons, and the most important one of all was that global order presupposed an active dominant power. Even the emerging discipline of International Relations seemed to recognise this self-evident fact. In fact, the highly influential notion of hegemonic stability was almost entirely derived from a particular reading of history which led its advocates to the not illogical conclusion that international stability depended, in the last analysis, on the existence of a single great power willing 'to create and sustain order'; 9 moreover, if no such power existed, or refused to face up to its responsibilities -as the United States had refused to after 1919 -then chaos was bound to be the result. The implications were obvious. The United States had to use its vast capabilities and project power so as to compel, or entice, others to do its bidding. Only in this way could it construct the kind of secure world that had been absent for so long. 10 This leads us, then, to an interesting paradox: the apparently deep resistance by many Americans to thinking of either the United States, or the postwar system it forged, in terms of Empire. 11 As one of the more entertaining of modern right-wing British historians has put it, the problem with the US is not that it is an Empire (that much is obvious to outside observers) but rather that quite a few of its citizens stubbornly refuse to recognise the fact. 12 Indeed, such has been, and largely remains, the reluctance to employ the notion, that those who have been most inclined to break the taboo have been, and largely continue to be, those with the least intellectual influence within the United States itself: namely, marginalised critics on the left who have used it as a means of questioning the moral purpose of American foreign policy, 13 and a long line of iconoclastic foreigners who have felt that the notion of Empire, however understood, was, and remains, as good a way as any of characterising the worldwide character of American influence.
14 Outside these very different circles, the idea has, by and large, been regarded as being highly problematic, Empire, imperialism and the Bush doctrine 587 9 G. John Ikenberry, 'Rethinking The Origins of American Hegemony', Political Science Quarterly, 104: 3 (1989) , p. 377 . 10 According to one of the principle American theorists of hegemonic stability, it was E. H virtually un-American -partly because of its unfortunate association with those of known radical persuasion, but more obviously because it runs counter to so many national myths. The tale of imperial denial is a familiar one. The United States, it has been routinely argued (by Americans) waged a war of national liberation against those brutal British red-coats. It then went on to build a democratic country like no other. And as their leaders repeated ad nauseum thereafter, the new republic formed part of an ideologically progressive New World which stood in sharp contrast to that reactionary Old one with its penchant for taking over other people's land. 15 So how could it be an Empire? Moreover, didn't Empire imply oppression; didn't it also involve travelling abroad? And weren't these activities in which Americans have always been deeply reluctant to engage? As one influential analyst has put it -more in seriousness than irony it seems -other peoples might like the lure of foreign lands, but Americans, it seems, only like America. 16 Thus the national story goes on, all proving, to American satisfaction at least, that the United States was, and remains, different: the one great exception to the expansionary logic that has governed the behaviour of all other great powers in the past. 17 Naturally, the deep reluctance to engage with the idea of an American Empire did not prevent the term popping up in the writings of one or two intellectual mavericks. Like Banquo at that unfortunate feast, the idea that dared not speak its name did occasionally slip into polite conversation. 18 Furthermore, as the pessimism of the post-Vietnam period gave way to the upbeat optimism of the 1990s, a few writers were now prepared to concede that it was possible, with some qualification, to employ the idea (or something close to it like 'hegemon') with greater confidence.
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There were even one or two writers in the post-Cold War era who regarded the new penchant for 'humanitarian intervention' as a modern form of liberal imperialism. Still, in the end, it took a crisis of almost biblical proportions for the term to enter into the mainstream of public debate. Much has already been written about September 11. 20 Some in fact have already suggested it could well have been avoided. 21 But hardly anyone could have foreseen that one of its more interesting intellectual consequences would be to make the case for Empire. Yet this is precisely what happened. However, whereas in the past the idea had been primarily employed by left-wing critics opposed to American power, 22 now it was to be used with increasing regularity by those who wanted it deployed it with much greater ruthlessness. Only in this way, they argued, could one build a more stable order. 23 Indeed, what many of them appeared to be saying was as shocking to some as it was unacceptable to others: namely, that America was an Empire anyway, and in an increasingly threatening epoch where the United States stood in an almost unrivalled position, it had both the capacity and the need to act in a far more assertive fashion. 24 Admittedly it would be doing so for essentially benevolent reasons; and its actions were more inspired by fear of the outside world than any desire to take it over. However, that did not mean it should not act in an imperial fashion. 25 Nor should the US apologise for doing so. As one of the new ideologues of Empire put it, in an era where old forms of deterrence and traditional assumptions about threats no longer held, the 'logic of neo-imperialism' had simply become 'too compelling to resist '. 26 The 'imperial turn' in the age of Bush was, by any stretch of the imagination, a most extraordinary phenomenon. After all, the previous century had witnessed the progressive demise of all formal Empires, yet here now was a group of right-wing American intellectuals talking at the beginning of the next millennium about the need for a new Empire; and this in a country where 'one of the central themes' in orthodox discourse had always been that there was no such thing as an American Empire. 27 The move was an intellectually radical one. As one rather astute analyst pointed out shortly after the fall of the Twin Towers, 'a decade ago, certainly two', the very idea of Empire would have caused 'righteous indignation' amongst most US observers; but not any longer it seemed. 28 As Ronald Wright has noted, 'how recently we believed the age of empire was dead', but how popular the idea had now become, and especially so amongst those who appeared to have a very clear and direct connection with key Bush policymakers. 29 This was perhaps the most stunning development of all. It was one thing when garrulous intellectuals talked in their typically abstract way about power; it was something else altogether when they did so from a position of some influence. And influential some of the new imperialists appeared to be. One, for example, was, or at least had been, an important and wellregarded writer on The Wall Street Journal who went on to write a major book on the rise of the American Empire in the late nineteenth century; 30 another was a popular pundit with a well-established reputation for capturing the American 33 Clearly, the new cohort knew their way around Washington.
In the end though it was not just the messengers who made a difference but the message itself, and the message to those inside the Beltway could not have been clearer: that after a period of post-Cold War illusion during which history had taken what one of their number termed a 'holiday', it was now time to take off the gloves and show the world who was really in charge. 34 Indeed, it was precisely because Clinton had assumed that the world had changed for the better that September 11 happened in the first place. 35 Such amnesia was no longer an option. Mainstream politicians might want to call it something else, and no doubt President Bush would repeat the tired old mantra that 'America' had no 'Empire to extend'. 36 However, in a fragmenting, postmodern world, where small bands of fanatics based in crumbling polities could cause havoc and mayhem elsewhere, imperialism with American characteristics was the only real answer to the kind of dangers that now threatened the peace.
The emergence of a group of influential writers prepared to argue that US leaders could do a lot worse than turn to the chroniclers of the Greek, Roman and British empires 'for helpful hints about how to run American foreign policy' 37 obviously requires careful analysis. As even one of the most articulate critics of the Bush administration has noted, we may not like the new imperialists, their ideas or their policy prescriptions; nonetheless, we still need to engage with what they have had to say: in part because of the influence they have exerted and partly because they have generated one of the more interesting public discussions about American power for several years. 38 For serious students of international affairs it would in fact be quite irresponsible not to respond. The flood of articles, the many symposia, and the several books that have all appeared because of what the new cohort have had to say, all bear witness to the importance of a group of thinkers who in less than three years have not only challenged much of what has passed for debate about American power in the wider intellectual community, but have almost managed to dethrone the once dominant view that globalisation is, and would for ever remain, the defining characteristic of our age. It has been quite an intellectual transformation. 39 In what follows I want to make three broad points about the current controversy about the idea of an American Empire. The first, which I shall outline in the first section, is that whilst this discussion appears to be largely modern in origin, in point of fact it represents the culmination of a much longer debate in the modern era about how to maintain US primacy in a rapidly changing world. 40 This debate began in earnest in the uncertain years following American defeat in Vietnam, became more intense still in the Reagan era of revitalised containment, continued in the period immediately following the upheavals that brought the United States victory in the Cold War, and finally reached an intellectual climax of sorts during the late 1990s when a number of key thinkers concluded that Clinton was failing to exploit to the full the potential inherent in a world without a serious rival. There were many twists and turns in this discussion. However, at its heart there was always a simple, consistent and oft-repeated question: to wit, how could the United States preserve, maintain, and where possible, extend its preponderance? 41 Our 'new' imperialists may have been bold. They are certainly controversial. Nevertheless, they stand at the end of a long line of thinkers and policymakers who have never deviated from the simple proposition that once announced, the American century was here for ever. 42 Naturally, not everybody concurred with the idea that America could achieve security through expansion and greater influence in the world through the deployment of US hard power. 43 They remained cooler still about the idea of a specific kind of American Empire, arguing, amongst other things, that it was not only impossible to achieve in a world where US reach was becoming increasingly circumscribed, but likely to lead to a hubristic foreign policy that could only end in disaster. 44 form of the Bush Doctrine, many writers, in my view, have gone too far. 45 There is much to what the critics have to say. My point, though, is that the sceptics in their rush to reject the idea of Empire almost in its entirety, eliminate from serious discussion a notion that might help us think more creatively about the American role in the world. Indeed, I want to argue (and will do so in the second section) that whatever its conceptual limits, we should still welcome the debate about Empire -if for no other reason that it brings back a notion that has for too long been marginalised in international relations. 46 Furthermore, we should be able to do so without either being accused of favouring imperialism, championing the war in Iraq, or seeking to whitewash US foreign policy.
Finally, I want to speculate on where the current neo-imperial strategy might be heading. It is impossible to offer any firm predictions about the future. But we should beware two positions: one that has already become increasingly popular following the highly problematic occupation of Iraq; this suggests that the 'new' American Empire is already dead; 47 and another which argues that the United States can act with virtual impunity given its enormous military assets. 48 Both, I maintain, are one-sided: the former because it only focuses on what the United States is unable to do, and the latter because it comes close to suggesting it can do almost anything. In many ways, the new imperialists are correct: the United States does have vast military capabilities, it will not be challenged for the foreseeable future by any of the other great powers, and it plays a very special role at the heart of an international system over which it continues to exert enormous influence. 49 And all this will pertain whatever happens in Iraq. On the other hand, there is no such thing as Empire without contradiction. 50 Nor does imperialism come cheap. Indeed, the United States under Bush might just be beginning to discover just how expensive in terms of blood and treasure this 'new' American Empire is turning out to be. Difficult days lie ahead.
The exceptional Empire? 51 Whether or not the United States now views itself as an empire, for many foreigners it increasingly looks, walks and talks like one, and they respond to Washington accordingly. There is certainly no reason for American policymakers to refer to the United States as such in policy pronouncements, but an understanding of America as an evolving, if reluctant, modern empire is an important analytic tool with profound consequences that American leaders should understand. 52 The rise of the United States as a world power by the beginning of the twentieth century, its more complete entry on to the international stage by the end of the Second World War, and its final emergence as the only major international player following the end of the Cold War and collapse of the USSR, is one of the great historical fairy tales of the last one hundred years. Yet there was nothing inevitable about this. Nor was the apparently smooth upward movement of the United States without its fair share of serious problems. Indeed, within only a few decades of victory being declared over the Axis in 1945, America was already being talked about by several analysts as some sort of has-been great power which might have had a splendid past but now faced an indifferent kind of future. 53 In fact, only a year before the collapse of Communism in Europe, one of the many writers on the by now hugely popular theme of American hegemonic decline was arguing to a large and receptive audience that like all major powers in the past, the United States was facing its own kind of nemesis, the consequence on the one hand of the huge costs involved in being a great power, and on the other of a series of economic flaws that were fast eroding its capacity to compete in world markets. 54 True, not all analysts accepted this tale of gloom and doom. Some in fact strongly contested the view that the United States was going the way of all other Empires. Nonetheless, the consensus seemed to be that the wings of the imperial eagle had become entangled and that the US was fast becoming just like any other 'ordinary country '. 55 Pax Americana in other words was dead.
The policy response to this deteriorating situation was a deeply ambiguous one.
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A few to be sure -realists like Kissinger and liberals like Hoffmann -accepted that America's position was fast slipping and that the primary purpose of grand strategy now was to adjust to new world realities by cutting costs, coming to terms with former enemies, and devolving power to reliable friends. 57 This was not a position however which recommended itself to key figures in the foreign policy establishment. Raised on the central strategic notion that peace presupposed power and power determined outcomes, they needed little persuasion that the US had to resist what others seemed to regard as an almost 'natural' process of ageing. The Cold War, they argued, had been successfully fought until Vietnam because -and only because -the United States had managed to retain a clear edge over friends and enemies alike. This had been momentarily lost. However, there was no reason why it could not be won back again. America after all still commanded vast political reserves; its economy remained the biggest in the world; its military reach was still immense; it remained the central provider of security in Europe and Asia; it held the all powerful dollar; and it possessed a culture of optimism. Thus there was no need to retreat. Indeed, if it were to do so, then the consequences for world order would be nothing less than catastrophic. 58 One of the results of this bitter debate that defined the period between communist victory in Vietnam and the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan was to set the stage for the eventual election of Ronald Reagan. Reagan was no intellectual. However he (or at least his advisors) did have a theory of the world, at the heart of which was the basic proposition that after ten years of retreat the United States would now prove that it was the exception to the historical rule of great-power decay. 59 A robust effort though would be required to revive US fortunes, and the most ideologically acceptable way of doing this of course was by casting the strategy in terms of containing the Soviet Union. A critical series of decisions was thus taken following the collapse of the much hated policy of superpower détente to compete more forcefully with the USSR: first and foremost by increasing the US defence budget, secondly by attacking the Soviet position in the Third World, and finally by providing increasingly large amounts of military aid to those (including radical Islamists) opposed to the Soviet occupation in Afghanistan. All this was then cast within a larger ideological framework that stressed the vitality of the free world, the moral character of markets, and the evil nature of a communist enemy that would sooner, rather than later, be cast on to what Reagan called 'the ash-heap of history'. Sold at the time as a legitimate effort to revitalise containment after a period of Soviet advances, the deeper purpose of the policy was to shift the balance of forces more generally, and in this way place the United States back on the pedestal from which it had been momentarily toppled. Reagan may not have been the most academically endowed of US leaders -no more than George W. Bush has an eye for geography. What he did possess however was a great capacity of not only allowing Americans to feel better about their country (a not insignificant achievement at the time) but of making it appear as if the United States was acting defensively when in fact it was doing precisely the opposite. 60 Whether this ambitious strategy actually undermined the Soviet system, accelerated its decline, or made very little difference at all, is still being contested by historians. 61 The reality is that by the middle of the last decade of the Cold War a new and more accommodating leader was in the Kremlin, four years later he was leading Russia's retreat out of Central and Eastern Europe, and two years on was present when the USSR unexpectedly imploded. Realist jeremiads to the contrary, the consequences were almost wholly favourable to the United States as the international system was transformed almost overnight from one in which there had been at least some semblance of balance, to another in which there was virtually none. 62 Washington obviously had much to celebrate. Its only serious rival had gone under, the Warsaw Pact had collapsed, in the former Communist countries the free market was fast becoming all the rage, while in the Third World one-time anti-imperialist regimes were beginning to sign up to a new economic 'consensus' that took its name from the American capital. It was an extraordinary sea-change. Little wonder that Bush senior could talk so confidently in 1990 of building what he termed a 'new world order' with the United States at its head. Little surprise either that both he and his successor in the form of Bill Clinton could face the future with a high degree of confidence. 63 It was at this precise point in time that we can begin to trace the origins of what is now referred to as the 'new' American Empire. It is an act in two apparently distinct parts. Part one was played out in the years immediately following the collapse of the USSR, a period according to the conventional wisdom that was marked by drift and indecision, but in fact saw the American position in the international system being massively enhanced: in part because the military capabilities of others declined, in part because those of America's remained relatively intact, and partly because potential rivals in the form of Germany and Japan entered very choppy waters indeed. Clinton moreover took economics extremely seriously and implemented a series of critical regenerative measures which eliminated the deficit, boosted domestic productivity, and transformed the American state into an even more powerful agent of international economic competitiveness. 64 The results were impressive by any measure. The economy boomed. Profits soared. America's position in world markets was enhanced. And its share of world economic output rose. Clinton might not have been the most serious Commander-In-Chief in American military history. 65 Nevertheless, he did much to enhance the US position in an era of cut-throat competition where the real battles it seemed were not between ideologies or armies but companies and corporations. Not for nothing do his admirers now look back on the 1990s as being an especially heroic 'moment' in American history, one which left the nation in a more prosperous and secure position than it had been for years. 66 Yet in spite of this, there were still some who felt the US could do much betteror more precisely much more -to exploit all its various assets and turn them to even greater American advantage. 67 Reaganite by background and deeply hostile to what
Empire, imperialism and the Bush doctrine 595 they considered to be Clinton's lack of 'grand strategy', their analysis was not without its own internal logic. At its core was a simple and none too original thesis about the international politics of power; and what this led its supporters to conclude was that the United States was in such a position of power that it really should start acting in a far more determined way. Above all, it needed to prevent any other state, or combination of states, emerging that might one day challenge its right to rule; and the most effective way of doing this, it was reasoned, was by becoming so strong militarily that no other power would even dream of becoming a rival.
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Nor was this a mere pipe-dream. The collapse of the USSR on the one hand, and America's huge investment in new weapons technologies on the other, made it all perfectly feasible. 69 Thus why not seize the moment and push ahead with measures that would guarantee what amounted to a permanent American hegemony? In fact, under conditions where Washington began to be compared with increasing regularity to a new Rome, why feel bound at all by the traditional rules of the international game? As the influential Charles Krauthammer put it, why play 'pygmy' when you could be doing 'Prometheus'? 70 Even history was plundered, yet again, in order to justify this more assertive policy. Two periods inspired the radical right most: first, and most significantly, the late nineteenth century when America moved from being an economically dynamic nation to becoming a major world power; and second, and most critically, the Reagan epoch during which the United States, they argued, had raised the stakes and thus brought about regime change in the USSR. The former they believed had turned the US from being an inward-looking economic giant into a force to be reckoned with abroad. However, neither outcome had been foreordained. Indeed without some very determined leadership -provided in one era by Ronald Reagan and in earlier times by Theodore Roosevelt -the US would not have been able to renegotiate its relationship with the rest of the world. The lesson was obvious. Decisive action would be required once again if the United States wished to realise its full potential. This in the end is why Clinton was such a disaster. He may have talked about the US as the 'indispensable' nation; he may have even acted with some determination when needs be. But there was no consistency of purpose. He was in fact a most reluctant warrior, more concerned with saving American military lives than enforcing the peace. Moreover, instead of using the power he had, he took the United States off on what his own CIA Director later called an extended 'national beach party'. 71 The result was to undermine US credibility and make the world a potentially far more dangerous place. 72 Long before the election of George W. Bush, therefore the intellectual ground had already been prepared for a far more assertive policy whose ultimate objective was to impose a new (or perhaps not so new) set of American rules on the world. This in turn would necessitate vastly increased levels of military spending, a more deter-mined opposition to those who did not play by the rules of the game, and a liberation from the various constraints that had been imposed upon the US by those Treaty-addicted, Kantian-inclined Europeans. Naturally, forging what amounted to a neo-imperial foreign policy for a post-communist world would be no easy task. 73 And not surprisingly, during its first few months in office, the newly elected Bush team ran into a barrage of international opposition to its policies. 74 This is why 9/11 was so important, not because it reduced criticism from abroad (though for a brief moment it did) but because it created an acute sense of crisis which made previously controversial policies now seem far more acceptable at home. There was no little irony in this. After all, as we now know, though the radical right loved to stress threats, the one it stressed least before 9/11 was international terrorism. 75 It was thus more than a little strange that the one event that made the realisation of at least one of its ambitions possible -regime change in Iraq -was the entirely predictable but (for the Bushies at least) quite unexpected attack on the United States by AlQaeda. 76 This though did not prevent the neo-imperialists in the Bush administration from seizing the high ground. Indeed, as many members of his inner circle have now admitted, September 11 was a most opportune wake-up call. It certainly proved in the most dramatic fashion possible that the world was still a very dangerous place, and that unless decisive action was now taken things could easily get much worse. In fact, the so-called 'war against terror' -which soon metamorphosed into something much wider -provided the neo-conservatives with an extraordinarily useful cover story. For if, as it was now claimed, America was threatened (as it was) by a transnational and undeterrable enemy with hidden cells here and shadowy allies there who were prepared to use weapons of mass destruction to achieve their theological ends (which they were), then Washington quite literally had no alternative but to intervene robustly and ruthlessly abroad. The fact that this might cause resentment in other countries was unfortunate. But this was of much less concern to these particular Americans than achieving results. Ultimately, the new right took a quite philosophical view of all this foreign noise. In the end, they reasoned, what would shape international attitudes would not be weasel words but decisive action backed up by overwhelming military power. Situations of strength not diplomatic niceties would determine how friends and enemies responded to the Bush Doctrine. 77 
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Empire? Sure! Why not? 78 Over the last two millenia the word 'empire' has meant many different things to different people from different countries at different times. 79 Yet even if we accept this interpretation of recent American history, not to mention the admittedly contentious characterisation of September 11 as a historic chance to realise larger ambitions, 80 this still does answer the more basic question about whether or not the United States should be regarded as an Empire. In fact, even those who argue that the real issue now is 'not whether the United States has become an imperial power' but 'what sort of empire' it is likely to become, 81 still have to face the problem that the term Empire is riddled with problems. As its many critics have argued, the notion (in the wrong hands) is just as likely to mislead as illuminate. The United States, after all, has conquered no territory. It has championed, and still does, the principle of self-determination. And it lives in a world of independent states. Furthermore, as Ikenberry has astutely pointed out, under conditions of globalisation, where there is a complex web of international rules to which even the United States has to adjust its behaviour, what sense does it make to talk of an American Empire? 82 These are all fair-minded questions, and cannot be dismissed as some of the more conspiratorially-minded might like to, by accusing those who advance them of supping with the devil.
Let us deal firstly with the issue of territory. The point has been made so often before that it does not need too much elaboration here. Stated in its barest form, the argument runs thus. Most states ultimately become Empires by annexing the territory of others. The motives are not important; the outcome however is. In the American case however there has been no such annexation. Ergo, the United States is not an Empire. As one of the more intelligent sceptics has put it, 'there has to be some sort of direct rule over the dominion for a power to be classified as an empire'. It follows therefore that the United States cannot be an Empire. 83 This particular argument has been restated so often that few now seem willing to question its validity. But it is critical to do, for the rather obvious reason that it happens to be seriously misleading when we come to look at American history. After all, when the first new nation broke away from Britain, it constituted only thirteen, fairly insignificant states, on the edge of a huge continent which still happened to be occupied, owned or possessed by other people. Yet a century or so later, this vast space was now in the hands of the heirs of those original colonists. Indeed, those who now repeat the line that the US cannot be an Empire because it has never acquired other people's land seem to forget the rather obvious, and no doubt deeply uncomfortable 'fact', that the nation we now call the United States of America only became this particular entity because it acquired a great deal of the stuff: by purchase in the case of France and Russia, through military conquest when it came to Spain and Mexico, by agreement with Britain (Oregon), and, most brutally of all, by a systematic process of ethnic cleansing in the case of those various 'Indian' nations who were nearly all eliminated in one of the largest land grabs in modern history. 84 Even some Americans were aware that something more than just another nation was being built at the time. The Founding Fathers no less talked quite openly of building an 'Empire of Liberty' that would one day stretch from sea to shining sea. 85 Their successors talked more belligerently still of an American Manifest Destiny, and by the 1890s were practising a particular form of this in the Caribbean and the Pacific. Certainly, it is difficult to see how the United States acted any differently to their European counterparts when it took over Hawaii and then brutally conquered the Philippines, in the process killing nearly 30,000 insurgents. Nor were they averse to some good old fashioned imperial interventionism of their own in Central and Latin America. Indeed, if the United States was the exception to the imperial rule, as many claim, then how do we explain the Monroe Doctrine of 1823, its sending of those black ships under Commodore Perry to intimidate Japan, and Woodrow Wilson's use of military force on no less than ten occasions? If this was not an imperialism, it is difficult to think of what might be. 86 Yet the more general question remains: why did the United States normally prefer to exercise control abroad through means other than the direct acquisition of territory? One part of the answer lies in the extraordinary resources of the American economy and its historically proven ability to shape the affairs of others using its vast material capabilities. This method of exercising control had two very obvious advantages: it played to America's competitive strengths and it meant the United States was very rarely left with the cost of occupying other people's countries. Moreover, as Doyle has shown in his now much forgotten classic on the subject, 87 Empires can assume many complex forms; and a study of the most developed would indicate that they have invariably combined different forms of rule, none more successfully than America's presumed predecessor, Great Britain. As the famous Gallagher and Robinson team have shown in their justly celebrated work, British imperialism entertained both formal annexation and informal domination, direct political rule and indirect economic control. The real issue for the British therefore was not the means they employed to secure the outcomes they wanted, but the outcomes themselves. 88 Thus if one could create a sytem overall that guaranteed the
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right results -which for Britain meant a stable international space within which its goods could find a market and its capital a profitable home -then that would be perfectly fine. In fact, it was precisely this model of Empire (underpinned of course by overwhelming military superiority) that the Americans had in mind when they contemplated the postwar world in 1945. 89 Of course, nobody would be so foolish as to suggest that the United States achieved total control of the whole world in the postwar period. Empire, we should recall, is not the same thing as omnipotence. Nor did America always get its own way, even with its most dependent allies. 90 Nonetheless, it still managed to achieve a great deal. The results moreover were quite remarkable. Indeed, in a relatively short space of time, following what amounted to a thirty-year crisis before the guns finally fell silent in 1945, it managed to build the basis for a new international order within which others (old enemies and traditional economic rivals alike) could successfully operate. It also achieved most of this under the most testing of political conditions with all sorts of enemies constantly trying to pull down what it was attempting to build. So successful was it, in fact, that after several years of costly stand-off, it even began to push its various ideological rivals back. Not for it therefore the Roman fate of being overrun by the Mongol Hordes or the British experience of lowering the flag in one costly dependency after another. On the contrary, by the beginning of the 1990s, the American Empire faced neither disintegration, imperial overstretch nor even the balancing activities of other great powers, but rather a more open, seemingly less dangerous world in which nearly all the main actors (with the exception of a few rogue states) were now prepared to bandwagon and remain under its protective umbrella. Clearly, there was to be no 'fall' for this particular Empire.
But this still leaves open the problem of how we can legitimately talk of an American Empire when one of the United States' primary objectives in the twentieth century has involved support for the right of self-determination. The objection is a perfectly reasonable one and obviously points to a very different kind of Empire to those which have existed in the past. But there is a legitimate answer to this particular question: that if and when the US has supported the creation of new nations, it has not done so out of pure idealism but because it realistically calculated that the break-up of other Empires was likely to decrease the power of rivals while increasing its own weight in a reformed world system. As the great American historian William Appleman Williams noted many years ago, no doubt in its own mind the US combated colonialism for the highest possible motive; nonetheless, this moral purpose more often than not worked to its own particular advantage. 91 Others of a less radical persuasion have come to exactly the same conclusion, noting that if and when the United States did act ethically it did so for largely self-interested reasons. 92 Imperialism, as has been noted, can sometimes wear a grimace and some-times a smile; and in the American case nothing was more likely to bring a smile to its face than the thought that while it was acquiring friends by proclaiming the virtues of liberty, it was doing so at the expense firstly of its European rivals (which is why so many of Europe's leaders disliked Wilson and feared FDR) and then, after 1989, of the USSR itself. 93 This brings us then to the issue of influence and the capacity of the United States to fashion outcomes to its own liking under contemporary conditions. The problem revolves as much around our understanding of what Empires have managed to do in the past, as it does about what we mean by influence now. Let us deal with both issues briefly, beginning with the first question about influence.
As any historian of previous empires knows, no Empire worth the name has ever been able to determine all outcomes at all times within its own imperium. All Empires in other words have had their limits. Even the Roman, to take the most cited example, was based on the recognition that there were certain things it could and could not do, including by the way pushing the outer boundaries of its rule too far. 94 Britain too was well aware that if it wanted to maintain influence it had to make concessions here and compromises there in order not to provoke what some analysts would now refer to as 'blowback'. How otherwise could it have run India for the better part of two hundred years with only fifty thousand soldiers and a few thousand administrators? Much the same could be said about the way in which the United States has generally preferred to rule its Empire. Thus like the British it has not always imposed its own form of government on other countries; it has often tolerated a good deal of difference; and it has been careful, though not always, not to undermine the authority of friendly local elites. In fact, the more formally independent dependent countries were, the more legitimate American hegemony was perceived to be. There was only one thing the United States asked in return: that those who were members of the club and wished to benefit from membership, had to behave like gentlemen. A little unruliness here and some disagreement there was fine, so long as it was within accepted bounds. In fact, the argument could be made -and has been -that the United States was at its most influential abroad not when it shouted loudest or tried to impose its will on others, but when it permitted others a good deal of slack. It has been more secure still when it has been invited in by those whose fate ultimately lay in its hands. Indeed, in much the same way as the wiser Roman governors and the more successful of the British Viceroys conceded when concessions were necessary, so too have the great American empire builders of the postwar era. Far easier, they reasoned, to cut bargains and do deals with those over whom they ultimately had huge leverage rather than upset local sensitivities. It was only when the locals transgressed, as they did on occasion by acting badly abroad or outside the bounds of acceptable behaviour at home, that the US put its foot down firmly to show who was really in charge. 95 
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Yet the sceptics still make a good point. Under modern conditions, it is extraordinarily difficult for any single state to exercise preponderant influence at all times, a point made with great force in both a recent radical attempt to theorise the notion of Empire 96 and a liberal effort to rubbish it. 97 The argument is well made. In fact it is obvious: under conditions of globalisation where money moves with extraordinary speed in an apparently borderless world, it is very difficult indeed for any state -even one as powerful as the United States -to exercise complete control over all international relations. There is also the question of its own economic capabilities. The United States might have a huge military capacity. However, in the purely material realm it is far less powerful than it was say twenty years ago -before Europe and China became more serious economic actors -or immediately after the war when it controlled 70 per cent of the world's financial resources. All this much is self-evident and any honest analysis of the 'new' American empire would have to take this on board.
However, one should not push the point too far. After all, the US economy continues to account for nearly 30 per cent of world product, it is roughly 40 per cent bigger than any of its nearest rivals, the dollar still remains the most important global currency, and Wall Street still represents the beating heart of the modern international financial system. Not only that: the biggest and most important corporations in the world are still located in the United States. Furthermore, as the better literature on globalisation indicates, the world economic system is not completely out of control: governments still have a key role to play. Indeed, the enormous resources at the American government's disposal not only gives it a very large role in shaping the material environment within which we all happen to live, but also provides it with huge influence within those bodies whose purpose it is to manage the world capitalist system. America's control of these might not be complete, and the outcomes might not always be to its liking. But they get their way more often than not. As one insider rather bluntly put it, 'IMF programmes are typically dictated from Washington'. 98 Moreover, as Robert Wade has convincingly shown, by mere virtue of its ability to regulate the sources and supply routes of the vital energy and raw material needs of even its most successful economic competitors, the US quite literally holds the fate of the world in its hands. This not only makes the world dependent on the United States but means the US really is the key state upon which the fate of others depends. 99 Finally, any assessment as to whether or not the United States is, or is not, an Empire, has to address the problem of ideology and how American leaders view the US role in the world. The issue is a complex one as there are many strands to America's world outlook. Nonetheless, the United States does have an ideology of sorts, one that leads most members of its foreign policy elite to view the US as having a very special role to play by virtue of its unique history, its huge capabilities and accumulated experience of running the world for the last fifty years. At times they may tire of performing this onerous task. Occasionally they falter. However, if it was ever suggested that they give up that role, they would no doubt throw up their hands in horror. Being number one does, after all, have its advantages. It also generates its own kind of imperial outlook in which other states are invariably regarded as problems to be managed, while the United States is perceived as having an indispensable role to perform, one of such vital importance that there is no reason why it should always be subject to the same rules of the international game as everybody else. This is why the United States, like all great imperial powers in the past, is frequently accused of being 'unilateral'. The charge might be just; basically however it is irrelevant. Indeed, as Americans frequently argue (in much the same way as the British and the Romans might have argued before them) the responsibilities of leadership and the reality of power means that the strong have to do what they must -even if this is sometimes deemed to be unfair -while the weak are compelled to accept their fate. 100 So it was in the past; so it has been, and will no doubt continue to be with the United States of America.
101

A failed Empire?
The Iraq venture was doomed from the outset by the attempt made by American neoconservatives to create what some of them styled a 'New American Empire'. This exaggerated American powers, made facile historical comparisons with previous Empires, and mis-identified the century we live in. So this early 21st attempt at Empire is failing. 102 As I hope I have tried to show, we can welcome the new debate on Empire without necessarily endorsing the Bush strategy. In fact, as I have implied, it is essential to make a distinction between the two. We can after all read Machiavelli and Hobbes without accepting their views on democracy; we can study Marx without concurring with his theory of proletarian revolution; by the same token we do not have to agree with the policy prescriptions of the neo-conservatives in order to recognise the important contribution some of them have made to the modern debate about American power. Indeed, they have, in my view, raised questions about the nature of order that have for far too long been ignored by more traditional liberal and realist theorists; moreover, if intellectual life is about who defines agendas and asks the more significant (and interesting) questions, then in the US at least, the modern new right would appear to have generated more real debate than most of their academically more respectable peers. If nothing else, by thinking the unthinkable, they have not only precipitated one of the more productive discussions in recent Empire, imperialism and the Bush doctrine 603
American history, in the process they have also been able to challenge one of the more restrictive and stultifying concepts that has made intelligent debate about the US so difficult in the past: the notion that the United States is so exceptional, so special, so unique, that it is impossible to compare it with anything at all. If nothing else, the idea of Empire drags the country back into the historical mainstream where it should be, and hopefully will remain. 103 Recognising the utility of the idea of Empire however is one thing; speculating about the future of Empires is quite a different matter, especially in the American case where so much of this in the past appears to have been so wide of the mark with its predictions of the nation's imminent decline. But it is still something we need to do, partly because many people continue to think that US hegemony is here to stay, 104 and partly because the new imperialists genuinely do think their strategy is bearing fruit. Certainly, their view of the current period remains remarkably upbeat. Thus Iraq, they argue, has been tamed; China and Russia have signed up to the war on terror; India has fallen into America's arms; Libya has announced an end to its weapons programme; a number of repressive polities that once turned a blind eye to terror are no longer doing so; reform is beginning in the Middle East; and though the danger is far from over, the real terrorists are on the run. Admittedly this may have involved the use of some dubious means. 105 It may have even put the US on the wrong side of the law. 106 However, in a war against some very desperate and dangerous people there was no serious alternative other than to take the political offensive.
This, however, is not how things look to critics. Indeed, as some of the more trenchant have pointed out, the biggest problem with the 'new' assertive strategy is that far from making the Empire more secure (which was presumably the original aim of the new strategy) it has, if anything, made it a good deal weaker. This should not undermine American power, any more than it is likely to lead to the end of US primacy. 107 What it has generated, though, are some enormous problems. These have not only left the United States in a potentially more vulnerable position politically, but made the world as a whole a much more dangerous place. 108 Why has this happened? A number of reasons suggest themselves.
The first is connected to the issue of power itself. Here we need to return to the much maligned Clinton to illustrate the point. Clinton may have had many flaws. However, the one thing he understood especially well was how to sell American power to others. Believing that the United States had to lead from the front by playing the triple role of progressive policeman, benign economic shepherd, and fatherly umpire in the world's many trouble spots, he indeed made it easy for most states to look upon the United States in a rather favourable way. 109 Indeed, under conditions of globalisation where one was confronted with an increasingly complex world of self-determining nations, by far and away the most effective way of making US power acceptable to others was by acting -or at least appearing to act -not just in America's interest but in that of its major allies too. Bush, as we know, had no such vision, and egged on by his neo-conservative advisors effectively abandoned what they saw as a policy of weakness. The net result might have freed the United States from formal constraint; unfortunately it did so at a price of transforming it from appearing to be benign into looking like an arrogant braggart. 110 In effect, what the new right manifestly failed to understand was one of the most basic laws of international relations: namely, that unless carefully masked in various ways, the vast accumulation of power in one pair of hands is likely to generate deep resentment. As one critic has fairly remarked, no single state -not even the most benevolentcould possess as much power as the United States without, at best, causing a good deal of jealousy, or, at worst, some very dangerous opposition. 111 We need to be careful, of course. The 9/11 attack on the United States would have happened anyway, with or without Bush being in the White House. Yet we cannot deny what to many people at the time, and since, seems patently obvious: that bin Laden and his comrades chose their targets in very large part because they were symbols of a mighty (and to them distinctly alien) Empire across the ocean. 112 Indeed, such an outrage was anticipated for precisely that reason. As the now famous Hart-Rudman report suggested in 1999, though millions might have admired the United States, quite a few did not; and those who admired it least would most likely launch a terrorist attack on the homeland. Which in the end is what happened two years later. 113 This leads us then to the more general question of legitimacy. 114 As liberals have always been keen to point out, there are some rather obvious reasons why the United States ought to be working with others -the most self-interested being that it helps validate its policies in the eyes of those who might otherwise be critics. 115 Thus one is cooperative not because it is the nice thing to be, but as Madelaine Albright once quipped, because it is the 'smart thing' to do. After 116 The result, as many analysts foresaw, was to be most damaging. Indeed, as several realists commented at the time, never had the United States gone into battle with so few allies actually prepared to back it enthusiastically; and never had such a war, according to another writer, generated so much global opposition in the process. 117 As a relatively friendly European later remarked, rarely in history had one nation mobilised so much hard power in such a short space of time, and never had it lost so much soft power in the process. 118 Which brings us to the question of consensus and the American public: that vital 'second opinion' according to Grieco. 119 The United States, as we have earlier suggested, has always faced a very real dilemma, of on the one hand pursuing an imperial strategy, while on the other denying it was doing so to the American people. During the Cold War the circle was squared, in large part, by arguing that its own policies were not so much the result of some expansionary logic but a reasonable reaction forced upon it by the aggressive policies of another power. In the same way, Bush has sought to justify his actions by insisting that these were the necessary response to global terrorism. And in some very obvious way, they are. But defining a war is one thing: maintaining support amongst a people as parochial (and sensitive to loss) as the American was never going to be an easy job. As one of the new right's few foreign admirers has noted, Americans suffer from several deficits, but the most serious by far is that concerning their attention. 120 Nor is this all. As has also been remarked, since September 11 the Bush team has been able to exploit a state of emergency to mobilise support for a more active foreign policy. It is not at all clear however that it will be able to do so for ever. Al-Qaeda may be reactionary, dangerous and deadly; but it is hardly a powerful opponent. Indeed, unlike the USSR, it has limited military assets, few important allies, and can hardly be described as the bearer of a progressive ideology that is likely to appeal to millions of different kinds of people around the world. This means that support for the 'war' against it is always going to be more difficult to sustain, especially when -as Grieco has pointed put -the US does not have the full support of important friends abroad. As even one or two radicals on the right have now conceded, without such endorsement, it is going to be increasingly difficult to gain popular American support for a war without apparent end, conducted against a nebulous enemy, without a specific political base in the form of a state.
There is, in addition, the very important problem of costs. There has invariably been a close relationship between Empire and economics, with the more successful Empires in history always being able to maintain a healthy domestic base, make a reasonable return on their overseas investment, and where feasible, transfer as much of the burden of their imperial rule to their various satellites. In all these various areas the United States has been massively successful since the end of the Second World War; and until recently one might have predicted it would continue to be so. 121 But the warning signs are already there. These may not be quite so worrisome as suggested by one writer on the subject. 122 However, there are some problematic trends -many of which can be traced back to the imperial policies pursued by a Bush administration that has not only overseen a massive boost in spending on its own national security (while its tax base has gone down) but has received hardly any financial support from others in its endeavour to pacify Iraq. Never the favoured candidate of Wall Street and crucial sections of capital anyway, Bush could easily face -in fact is already facing -a raft of criticism from sections of the American economic establishment who clearly do worry about deficits, who obviously do fear for the future of global economic relations in an age of increasing international restrictions, and who do sense that the team in Washington are a group of economic illiterates who might know a great deal about weapons systems and the revolution in military affairs, but seem to understand very little at all about the modern capitalist economy. 123 Even Iraq has turned into an economic disaster, one that has already cost the United States close to $200bn and done little for the fortunes of those once very hungry corporate raiders like Haliburton and Exxon. Worse still, the strategy of confrontation is creating a sense of uncertainty and unease that is undermining market confidence across the globe. Capitalists are the most pragmatic of people but several (including the highly influential financier George Soros) are starting to wonder whether Bush is putting at risk the international system which underpins world stability and US corporate profits. 124 The unilateral use of American power for what many are increasingly seeing as a misguided purpose has crippled, though not yet destroyed, this system. However, if it goes on for very much longer, with more bad news from the Middle East, more anti-Americanism, 125 and a further deterioration of relations with allies across the Atlantic, then it might come close. 126 All roads in the end though lead back to Iraq -that most visible military result of a policy designed in the 1990s, made possible by the election of the most right-wing president in over twenty years, and sold to the American people as the most effective way of fighting the kind of terrorists who attacked them on September 11. Much could still happen; and not all of this need necessarily be bad. Nonetheless, the signs are hardly encouraging with revelations of mass detention and torture making the situation on the ground look less like liberation and more like an old-style colonial Empire, imperialism and the Bush doctrine 607 occupation. Nor is just a question of mistakes made here and poor decisions made there; for what is happening can be traced back to the original decision born of hubris to make war on a weak state in order to prove to others that America could. This is why Iraq could prove so important, not just because of the impact it is likely to have on the region or the world as a whole but for the one it is already having on the American people. Comparisons with Vietnam are unfair, and in critical ways, beside the point. That said, a rather high price has already been paid by the United States for its decision to bring about regime change, and not surprisingly this has generated deep divisions in a nation where memories of past quagmires still loom very large in the public consciousness. In reality, that well known 'Syndrome' associated with that well known disaster in South East Asia in the 1960s has not yet gone away. Nor is it likely to. 127 Talking imperialism is one thing. Putting it into practice in a country where images of body bags and the like have burned a deep hole in the American imagination, is something else altogether. It would be ironic indeed, though by no means surprising, that in their rush to prove their 'manly' virtues in Iraq, the United States ended up undermining the case for imperial adventure for at least another generation. It happened after Vietnam: there is no reason to think it could not happen again, if and when the Americans finally decide -as they probably will -to leave Baghdad. Some difficult decisions lie ahead for our new Romans on the Potomac. 
